King Industries, Inc. has an exciting opportunity in our Production department, for a 2nd or 3rd Shift Chemical Operator. In this role, you will handle tow motor and drumming operations of all buildings. As an operator, you will be part of the company's Production department, which already has a staff of over 30 employees.

Required Skills:
- Basic arithmetic (addition, subtraction, and multiplication).
- Knowledge of mechanical systems.
- Ability to read and respond to written instructions.
- Ability to follow verbal instructions.

Educational and Experience Requirements:
- High school diploma or equivalent.
- Four years’ or more operator experience in a manufacturing environment.

Duties and Responsibilities:
- Achieve and maintain certification(s) as required.
- Execute all duties during 1st, 2nd, 3rd or gap shift as assigned.
- Manage the batch operations of building specific reactors.
- Manage the continuous operations.
- Connect necessary filters to batch reactors for circulation or drumming.
- Drum product from batch reactors and blend tanks in building as needed.
- Assist in properly managing waste and recycle generation from batch reactors.
- Coordinate transfers of material into the batch reactors with the appropriate personnel.
- Coordinate transfers out of the batch reactors to filter press or downstream vessels.
- Coordinate and complete washout process in the reactors.
- Coordinate with drummers or operator helpers to ensure proper valve line-up for drumming from reactors.
- Coordinate with other building operators as necessary to manage operations.
- Maintain awareness of building operations (alarms, spills, irregularities).
- Maintain knowledge of plant interoperability during normal and abnormal operations.
- Maintain knowledge of Process Safety Management elements.
- Maintain proficiency in Filtration Operator processes.
- Assist Quality Control (QC) department, with drawing samples to analyze product.
- Complete tasks associated with operating process equipment.

About the Company:
For over 80 years, King Industries has been supplying specialty chemical producers to a variety of industries that are performance driven with ever changing needs. The product portfolio includes catalysts, rust and corrosion inhibitors, dispersants, rheology modifiers, surface control
additives, synthetic base oils and base oil modifiers, and specialty additives for lubricant oils. Located in Norwalk, Connecticut, King Industries offers competitive salaries and benefits, including 401(k).

**Benefits**
- Competitive Pay + Overtime availability
- Steady Work & Growth Potential
- Preventative based medical coverage
- Dental benefits
- Two weeks paid vacation (after six months of employment). Three weeks paid vacation after five years.
- 11 Paid Holidays
- On-site company gym

To apply, please submit your resume to vcrichardson@kingindustries.com.